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Abstract: The “Moon Mapping” project is a collaboration between the Italian and Chinese Govern-
ments allowing cooperation and exchange between students from both countries. The main aim of
the project is to analyze remotely-sensed data collected by the Chinese space missions Chang’E-1/2
over the Moon surface. The Italian Space Agency is responsible for the Italian side and the Center
of Space Exploration, while the China Ministry of Education is responsible for the Chinese side.
In this article, we summarize the results of the “Moon Mappining” project topic #1: “map of the
solar wind ion” using the data collected by Chang’E-1 satellite. Chang’E-1 is a lunar orbiter, its
revolution period lasts 2 h, and its orbit is polar. The satellite is equipped with two Solar Wind Ion
Detectors (SWIDs) that are two perpendicular electrostatic spectrometers mapping the sky with a
field of view of 15° × 6.7° × 24 ch. The spectrometers can measure solar wind flux in the range
40 eV/q–17 keV/q with an energy resolution of 8% and time resolution of ∼3 s. The data collected by
the two Solar Wind Ion Detectors are analyzed to characterize the solar wind flux and composition
on the Moon surface and to study the time variations due to the solar activity. The data measured by
Chang’E-1 compared with the one measured in the same period by the electrostatic spectrometers
onboard the ACE satellite, or with another solar activity indicator as the sunspot number, enrich the
multi-messenger/multi-particle view of the Sun, gathering valuable information about the space
weather outside the Earth magnetosphere.

Keywords: solar wind; space weather; moon mapping

1. Introduction

The “Moon Mapping” project is a collaboration between the Italian and Chinese
Governments allowing cooperation and exchange between students from both countries.
The main aim of the project is to analyze remotely-sensed data collected by the Chinese
space missions Chang’E-1/2 over the Moon surface. The Italian Space Agency is responsible
for the Italian side and the Center of Space Exploration, while the China Ministry of
Education is responsible for the Chinese side. The project has six research topics: (1) map
of the solar wind ion; (2) geo-morphological map of the Moon; (3) data pre-processing
of Chang’E-1 mission; (4) map of element distribution; (5) establishment of 3D digital
visualization system; and (6) compilation and publication of a tutorial on joint lunar
mapping. Most of the results of the Moon Mapping project are collected in [1,2]; here, the
details of the results of topic #1 are summarized. The multi-messenger data of Chang’E-1
and Chang’E-2 analyzed in the “Moon Mapping” project contain valuable information
about lunar environment and space weather and are also preserved in the ASI/SSDC
data-hub [3].

The Solar Wind Investigation

The nature of solar wind is an important object of study, and there have been a lot
of space projects launched in recent decades which probed it: ACE [4], SOHO [5], and
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WIND [6], which are near the Sun–Earth L1 Lagrange point; STEREO [7] and Ulysses [8]
which are in heliocentric orbits; and FAST [9] and CHAMP [10] which orbit around the
Earth. More recently, the detailed study of the Sun magnetic fields and the generation
mechanism of the solar wind are the goal of two solar orbiters: NASA launched the Parker
Solar Probe (PSP) [11] in 2018 and ESA launched its SolO (Solar Orbiter) [12] in 2020. In
addition, the investigation of the Moon and cislunar space exploration has become a hot
topic in the last few decades. In particular, Japan launched SELENE Explorer [13] in 2007
and India launched Chandrayaan-1 [14] in 2008. NASA launched five THEMIS satellites in
2007, and two of them were moved into lunar orbit in 2010 to study solar wind interactions
with the Moon; the mission was renamed ARTEMIS [15].

China also constructed and launched Chang’E-1 spacecraft in October 2007 [16–18].
Chang’E-1 is a lunar orbiter, its revolution period lasts 2 h, and its orbit is polar. The satellite
was equipped with different scientific instruments; in particular, two Solar Wind Ion Detec-
tors (SWIDs) were mounted on the spacecraft. SWID detectors were designed to measure
the solar wind ion differential flux. The Chang’E-1 orbiter takes data at the end of solar
cycle 23; therefore, the SWIDs are sampling the solar wind in a quiet Sun activity period (see
Figure 1). The analysis of the composition of the solar wind improves our understanding
of the Sun and allows for improving the models of the cislunar space environment.

Figure 1. Chang’E-1 mission occurs at the end of cycle 23, and the SWIDs are sampling the solar
wind in a period of quiet Sun activity.

The solar wind is composed of ions, mainly protons and electrons, a small compo-
nent of light elements (He++ and O6+) as well as traces of heavy elements like Si and
Fe [19]. Solar wind is accelerated by the pressure difference between the solar corona and
the interplanetary space at velocities large enough to allow particles to escape from the
gravitational field of the Sun. Typical velocity of solar wind ranges from 300 to 700 km/s;
however, the average velocity, as well as the flux and the relative composition, are subject
to variations related to solar activity. The interaction of the Earth’s magnetosphere with
the solar wind, is a key factor of the Space Weather studies providing a sizable impact on
space technology.

2. The Chang’E-1 SWID Detectors

The Solar Wind Ion Detectors (SWIDs) of the Chang’E-1 orbiter are two top-hat
electrostatic analyzers, and they are described in detail in [20]. The field of view (FoV) of
each SWID detector is approximately 6.7◦× 180◦; therefore, each SWID is mainly observing
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a plane. The SWID measures ion differential flux arriving from half (180◦) of that plane,
and ions are collected by a Micro Channel Plate (MCP) detector whose anode is divided
into 12 equal readouts; thus, each SWID channel has an angular view of 15◦.

The working principle of the half-sphere electrostatic spectrometer is described in
Figure 2). A voltage double−ramp signal made by 48 voltage (−logarithmic) steps is
cyclically applied to the inner half-sphere for a duration of 3 s. The positive ion trajectory
is deflected by the electrostatic field; thus, considering the analyzer radius R and the gap d,
the selected kinetic energy is: Ek/q = V R

2d .

Figure 2. Basic principle diagram of a SWID. A voltage double−ramp signal made by 48 voltage
(−logarithmic) steps is applied to the inner half−sphere of the SWID electrostatic spectrometer. This
allows a measurement of particle energy from 42 eV to 17 keV. The voltage sweep duration is '3 s.

Therefore, each SWID can measure the ion differential flux distributed in 48 energy
bins ranging from 42 eV/q to 17 keV/q with an energy resolution of 8% and a time
resolution of ∼3 s.

Two identical SWID detectors (SWIDA and SWIDB) were installed on Chang’E-1, and
they were mutually perpendicular to provide a large FoV, as illustrated in Figure 3 [20].
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Figure 3. The orbit of the Chang’E-1 spacecraft in Selenocentric Solar Ecliptic (SSE) coordinates.
SWIDs detectors scan a large fraction of the sky every 2 h.

2.1. Data Sample

SWID data are stored in PDS (Planetary Data System) files. Each record consists of:
time, a 48× 12 array storing ion flux across the 48 energy bins and 12 directions. In the
PDS file, Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates and Moon Center Coordinate (MCC)
of the orbiter, quality state, and Instrument Sun Incidence Angle are also stored. A sample
of data file from SWIDA is shown in Table 1. Detailed information about data collected
by SWIDs can be found in [21] and references therein. The flux measured by SWIDA and
SWIDB is sampled every 3 s, and the data are stored in separate files for each orbit around
the Moon (2 h). In the two different periods, 26 November 2007–7 February 2008 and
15 May 2008–7 July 2008 SWIDA and SWIDB collected about 5000 files (over 57 GB) of solar
wind data. A specially developed 3D visualization method to handle a single Chang’E-1
SWIDs data record is described in [21]. In the following, a global analysis of Chang’E-1
SWIDs data is considered.

Table 1. Example of a record of a SWIDA data file.

Data Item Unit Sample

Time Timestamp 2007-11-26T21:10:40.893Z
Flux [keV cm2 s sr]−1 a [48 × 12] matrix
GSE coo Earth radii −48.5635, −30.1448, 4.4484
MCC coo km −172.1049, −21.0871, 1945.3538
Sun angle Deg. 84.2097, 158.3941, 110.7401
Quality stat. Bit-coded 0 × 0000FF

2.2. Channel Alignment Validation

The nominal alignment of Solar Wind Ion detector Channels with respect to Chang’E-1
attitude is described in Ref. [20]; here, a validation based on flight data is presented.

As shown in Figure 4, when the Sun is passing in the Field of View of each channel,
there is a large enhancement of flux measurement due to un-shielded direct measurement
of the solar wind; this allows for extracting the alignment of each channel by a fit procedure
(continuous line) that can be compared with nominal alignment (dashed line).
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Figure 4. Solar wind ion flux distribution normalized for each SWID channel. The vertical axis is the Sun angle with respect
to the satellite x-axis, stored in the data files. Continuous lines are the channel alignment direction obtained by fit, and
dashed lines are the nominal channel alignment as described in Ref. [20]. During the Chang’E-1 data taking period, the Sun
was passing in the FoV acceptance for all SWIDB channels and only for the SWIDA channels #6 to #9.

Due to the alignment of the Chang’E-1 orbital plane with SWIDB plane (Figure 3),
when the Sun lies in the FoV of one of the SWIDB channel, it will be in the acceptance of all
the other SWIDB channels within the same orbit (i.e., in the same Sun activity and global
magnetic field status). This allows for the validation of the nominal alignment of SWIDB
channels within 7.5◦ (half channel) of global angular rotation of the SWIDB plane. On the
other hand, due to perpendicularity of the SWIDA plane with respect to the SWIDB plane
and, due to the limited period of data taking (26 November 2007–7 February 2008 and
15 May 2008–7 July 2008), the Sun was passing in the FoV only for the SWIDA channels #6
to #9. The variations of the Sun activity and of the position of the Moon with respect to
Earth’s magnetic field pose additional difficulties in the comparison of the flux measured
for different Sun angles with respect to the SWIDA channel response. This allows for the
validation of the nominal alignment of SWIDA channels within ∼15◦ (one channel) of
global angular rotation in the SWIDA plane. Finally, from Figure 4, it is also confirmed that
SWIDB channel #12 and SWIDA channel #11 and #12 are blocked by the satellite body and
that response of SWIDB channel #9 is degraded, as stated in Ref. [20]. On the other hand,
flight data indicate that SWIDA channel #10 also seems not usable, with features similar to
channels #11 and #12 of SWIDA. A summary of SWIDA and SWIDB channel geometrical
configurations and blocked/broken channels is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Summary of geometrical positions of SWIDA and SWIDB channels. Markers are shown on channels declared
blocked or broken in [20].
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2.3. Data Quality Selections

Some specific runs of SWID data appear to be corrupted or affected by strong noise
on specific energy/channels; to improve quality of the solar wind flux measurement, a
selection rejecting the anomalous runs (few % of the overall data sample) was applied.

In the left plot of Figure 6, an example of solar wind ion flux measured by channel #8
of the SWIDB detector, as a function of the cosine of the Sun angle, is shown. The vertical
axis is the energy bin number. Unfiltered SWID data show specific noisy energy channels
(horizontal row) and noisy periods (vertical rows).
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Figure 6. Example of solar wind ion flux measured by channel # 8 of SWIDB detector as a function of the cosine of the Sun
angle with respect to the channel. The vertical axis is the energy bin number. The left plot shows the raw flux data, and the
right plot shows the same data sample after the data quality sections described in the text.

The noisy data are rejected by requiring quality criteria on the spectral shape of SWID
measurement that will remove un-natural peaking spectra:

(i) that more than a single energy channel must be nonzero.
(ii) more than two energy channels should contain more than half of the average en-

ergy flux.
(iii) a shape indicator with number of filled (nonzero) energy channels is used to remove

measurement where most of the energy channels are empty.

The results of these data quality selections are shown in the right plot of Figure 6.

2.4. SWID Background

Two background sources are expected in the measurement of the ion differential flux
of the SWID spectrometers: the intrinsic noise rate of MCP detector and the background
(mostly UV) detected when the Sun is in the field of view of SWID channels. Due to the
constant integration time (48 energy steps/3 s), both backgrounds are characterized by a
typical (∼1/E) distribution in the differential flux spectrum. Figure 7 is showing, as an
example, the differential flux measured by channel-8 of SWIDA detector as a function of
energy and time for data collected in 28 December 2007.

Five time intervals (A, B, C, D, E) are marked with dashed boxes in Figure 7, and
the average spectrum evaluated in these intervals is shown in Figure 8. As long as the
Sun is outside the SWIDA-8 field of view (regions A, B, E), the intrinsic MCP background
spectrum is mainly detected. When the solar wind enters in the SWIDA-8 FoV (from 20:18
to 20:25), a typical two peaks spectrum (due to H+ and He++) is detected; however, from
8:22 p.m. to 8:24 p.m. (interval D), a much larger background is measured, this can be
attributed to UV light reflected inside the channel FoV up to the MCP.
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Figure 7. Example of the differential flux measured by channel-8 of SWIDA detector as a function of energy and time for a
run of 28 December 2007. The spectrum of the solar wind has a double peak shape due to protons and He++ ions. The solar
wind enters in the FoV of this channel from 8:18 p.m. to 8:25 p.m.; however, from 8:22 p.m. to 8:24 p.m., a large background
due to reflected UV is also detected. Five time intervals (A, B, C, D, E) are marked with dashed boxes.

Figure 8. Energy spectrum measured by SWIDA-8 in the five time intervals shown in Figure 7. The spectrum in the A, B, E
intervals is relative to intrinsic background of the MCP detector, the spectrum measured in C is the solar wind spectrum
superimposed to the intrinsic background of MCP detector, and the spectrum measured in D has a larger background due
to the contribution of UV light reflected within the SWIDA-8 channel down to the MCP detector.

The time structure of the UV background is quite narrow and compatible with the
6.7◦ aperture of SWID channels (considering the 2 h orbit time of Chang’E-1); this is useful
to check the alignment of SWID detectors with the Sun. The solar wind is measured with a
slight offset and with a larger spread due to small deflections of the ion path in magnetic
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fields. In particular, when the Moon is inside the tail of Earth’s magnetic field, the solar
wind is not measured at all; on the contrary, the UV background is still detected; this
further confirms the UV nature of the background detected when the Sun is within the
channel’s FoV.

The background shapes are similar, and they can be attributed to a (-randomly)
constant number of counts measured within each voltage step; therefore, the apparent
shape of the background energy distribution is dominated by the width of the energy steps.

Thanks to the knowledge of background spectrum measured when the Sun is outside
the FoV of the channels (taking into account the effect of existing secondary ion fluxes, see
after), this background contribution has been evaluated and removed.

3. The Solar Wind Flux

The solar wind flux, as measured by a specific SWID channel, is maximum when the
Sun lies in the FoV of that channel (cos θsun = 1). By combining the flux measured by all
SWIDs channels, it is possible to map the arrival direction of the solar wind ion flux (see
Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Sun centered solar wind flux map as measured by Chang’E-1. The apparent angular size of the
Sun in this map is compatible with the 15◦FWHM angular aperture of the Chang’E-1 SWID channels.

Considering the 6.7◦× 15◦ FWHM distributions of each SWID channel, it is not
possible to detect the details of the Sun surface structure; however, the new image of our
star obtained by Chang’E-1 mesurement of charged particle flux is complementary of the
other existing multi-messenger images of the Sun, namely: gamma rays measured by
Fermi-LAT satellite [22] and neutrinos measured by Super–Kamiokande underground
experiment [23]. A similar image of the Sun, based on solar wind ions, cannot be obtained
with a detector orbiting the Earth due to the deflection of slow charged particle in the
magnetic fields.

The Chang’E-1 solar wind flux measurement as a function of time is shown in
Figure 10; this important measurement was obtained in our analysis by juxtaposing all the
flux measurements for SWID channels that lie within 15° from the expected Sun position.

During the Chang’E-1 SWIDs data taking: 26 November 2007–7 February 2008 and
15 May 2008–7 July 2008, the Sun was at the end of the 23rd solar cycle, so its activity was
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at a minimum (see Figure 1). Despite the quiet Sun activity, Chang’E-1 was able to measure
the variations of intensity and velocity of the solar wind ion flux (as shown in Figure 10).

Figure 10. Solar wind differential flux measured by Chang’E-1 as a function of time and kinetic energy. The time variation
of the average kinetic energy are in good correlation with the measured solar wind velocity by ACE (red dots).

In particular, there is a very good correlation of the average kinetic energy measured
by Chang’E-1 with the one inferred by the solar wind velocity measured by ACE [24]
orbiting the Sun-Earth L1 Lagrange point in the same period (red dots).

Finally, the solar wind chemical composition is also known to vary with Sun activity.
An example of energy distribution measured in our analysis of Chang’E-1 data is shown in
Figure 11. The SWID spectrometers cannot identify the particle mass; however, three peaks
can be recognized over the spectrometer background.

Figure 11. Typical solar wind energy distribution measured by SWIDs.
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The main peak is due to the abundant flux of protons. The second peak is dominated
by doubly ionized Helium, He++, whereas the third small bump is a superposition of
heavier ionized elements, mainly Oxygen, Silicon, and Iron. As predicted in Figure 13
of [19], these heavy elements would provide multiple peaks in an electrostatic analyzer;
however, the relative amplitude and energy of the peaks will change for different solar
activity conditions. For this reason, the spectrum measured by SWIDs is folded with the
variations of solar wind velocity, and it is impossible to resolve the multiple structures
expected for these heavy elements. A precise measurement of solar wind composition
requires a full spectrometer (as the SWA detector in ESA Solar Orbiter [12]) that compares
the ion velocity (by time of flight measurement) with kinetic energy, thus selecting the
ion mass.

In Figure 12, the relative amplitude of these components during the Chang’E-1 data
taking periods is shown. In particular, as expected, we found that the He++ abundance in
the solar wind is just a few %, whereas the abundance of heavier elements is below ‰.

Figure 12. Relative abundances of He++ (red) and heavier ions (blue) measured during Chang’E-
1 mission.

4. Solar Wind Interaction with Earth’s Magnetic Fields

It is well known that the Earth’s magnetic field acts as a shield for the low energy
charged particles, in particular protecting the Earth’s atmosphere from the dangerous
stripping effect due to collisions with the ions in the solar wind. In particular, this effect
is believed to have spoiled the Martian atmosphere when, ∼4 billion years ago, Mars has
lost its magnetic field [25]. Similarly, the Moon also does not have a global protective
magnetic field and the solar wind sputtering on the lunar soil has an effect in the regolith
composition [26] in particular on the amount of the valuable 3He [27].

During the Chang’E-1 SWIDs data taking (26 November 2007–7 February 2008 and
15 May 2008–7 July 2008), the Moon experiences four complete passages within the tail
of Earth’s magnetic field; this is shown in Figure 13 where the projection of the orbit of
Chang’E-1 satellite is shown in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. Figure 13 also
shows the approximated position of the bow shock [28] and magnetopause [29].
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Figure 13. Orbit of the Chang’E-1 satellite in GSE coordinates (black). During the data taking period, the Moon crosses four
times the Earth’s magnetopause. The black circle in the center is the Earth.

As soon as the Moon is within the magnetopause, ions of the solar wind are not able
to reach the Chang’E-1 satellite; this is shown in Figure 14, where the the average energy
spectrum measured by SWIDs is reported. The four periods of permanence in Earth’s
magnetic field are:

A: 22 December 2007–26 December 2007
B: 20 January 2008–24 January 2008
C: 17 May 2008–21 May 2008
D: 16 June 2008–20 June 2008

These time intervals are just indicative since it is known that the true magnetopause is
not a static and rigid surface [30]; therefore, the flux measurement shown in Figure 14 is
able to sample the magnetopause geometry in this specific period.

Outside the magnetopause, the solar wind is collected by the SWIDs detectors; there-
fore, the 2 h periodicity shown in Figure 14 is related to the orbit motion of the Chang’E-1
satellite around the Moon. Inside the magnetosphere, the measured flux is dropped and the
residual periodicity of the measured flux can be mostly attributed to the UV background
that, thanks to multiple reflections, is able to reach the MCP anode when the Sun is in the
channel FoV. As expected, the magnetic field of the Earth is able to provide a shielding
of the Moon from the solar wind for ∼3 days, this is a very interesting feature planning
possible future human activities on the lunar surface.
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Figure 14. Average energy spectrum measured by SWIDs detector as a function of the time during the four crossing of
the Earth’s magnetopause (labeled A, B, C, D). Black regions are missing SWIDs data. The red hatched regions represent
periods passed within the magnetopause. Outside the magnetopause, the solar wind is collected by the SWIDs detectors
(the 2 h periodicity is related to the orbiting of the Chang’E-1 satellite around the Moon). The magnetic field is shielding the
Moon from solar wind when the satellite is crossing the magnetopause tail.

Finally, the comparison of the integrated solar wind flux measured in our analysis of
Chang’E-1 data (red filed) with the average sunspot number measured in the same period
(black filled) is shown in Figure 15. Similarly to what is shown in Figure 14, Figure 15 also
indicates a strong drop of the measured flux in the periods marked as A, B, C, D when the
Moon is passing within the magnetopause.

Despite the relatively large uncertainties, both due to the small sunspot number
available in this solar minimum period and to the satellite passage in the Earth’s magnetic
fields, a possible correlation of the average sunspot number with the measured flux is
observed. A similar correlation could be very interesting from the point of view of space
weather forecasting. In particular, also considering the effect of the Earth’s magnetic field,
a hint for a time lag of ∼10–15 days from the sunspot’s appearance to the solar wind flux
increase is suggested from Figure 15. Part of this time lag (3–4 days) can be attributed to
the solar wind propagation across Sun–Moon distance (1A.U.) considering the measured
solar wind velocity of 400–500 km/s.

An explanation alternative to the delayed correlation could be the possibility of an
anti-correlation between the sunspot number and the solar wind ion flux. This could be
due to the fact that, when more active regions are present on the Sun, a slower solar wind
is emitted, due to the closed coronal structures. On the contrary, the quiet Sun may be
associated with coronal holes that emit mostly fast wind.
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Figure 15. The solar wind flux measured by Chang’E−1 (red) is compared with the average sunspot number (black) in the
same period [24]. The periods marked with the arrows (A, B, C, D) are characterized by a very small solar wind flux due to
the passage in the Earth’s magnetic field. A hint for a correlation of the sunspot number and the solar wind flux measured
on the Moon is suggested.

5. Solar Wind Interactions with the Moon Surface

The interaction of solar wind with moon surface provides a rich phenomenology
resulting from the direct bombardment of the lunar soil with the high flux of charged
particles. In particular, a large fraction of the solar wind particles is absorbed by the
lunar surface, producing a “lunar wake” located behind the Moon. On the other hand,
a fraction of particles are scattered by the dayside Moon surface and are re-accelerated
by the convective electric fields and interacts with the solar wind, producing streams of
particles on the Moon surface with directions different with respect to the one of the solar
wind. These phenomena are embedded in the complex Moon plasma environment where
solar wind can also interact with the lunar exosphere [31] or can be reflected by the known
Moon crustal magnetic anomaly [26].

Figure 16 shows the solar wind ion flux as measured by the SWIDs spectrometers as a
function of the time and energy for a run of 30 December 2007. The main contribution, due
to direct solar wind, can be recognized: solar wind spectrum is characterized by a double
peak spectrum (due to abundant H+ and the minor contribution He++) and is observed at
a fixed time for SWIDA (6:17, mainly for SWIDA-8 and SWIDA-9 that are aligned with the
Sun) and with 5 min offset among all SWIDB channels.

From measurements of SWIDA and SWIDB, an excess of “low energy” particles is
observed in a direction opposite of the solar wind; moreover, two or three streams of
“high energy” particles are observed in the dayside of the Moon (SWIDA-7, SWIDA-8,
and SWIDA-9) from a direction different with the one expected for the solar wind. The
detected energy of this last particle population is higher with respect to the average energy
of the solar wind and a strong correlation of energy with position/direction is observed.
This suggests that the detection of particles is deflected by local magnetic fields, thus
characterized by different values of the gyroradius. Similar secondary populations (as the
one reported in [32] for 28 May 2008) are quite common in the data measured by Chang’E-1
SWIDs and can be attributed to pick-up ions.
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Figure 16. Solar wind flux measured as a function of energy and time for a run of 30 December 2007. From measurements of
SWIDA and SWIDB (channels labeled A1 to A9 and B1 to B11, respectively), an excess of “low energy” particles is observed
in an opposite direction with respect to solar wind; moreover, two or three streams of “high energy” particles are observed
in the dayside of the Moon (SWIDA-7, SWIDA-8, and SWIDA-9) from a direction different with respect to the solar wind
and with a remarkable time/energy correlation.

An apparently different stream phenomenology is observed in the measurement of
1 July 2008 (see Figure 17). In this case, a flux of particles with average kinetic energy
lower than solar wind is observed “after” the measurement of the main component due
to the solar wind. For both SWIDs, this particle population is detected around 12:25; it is
characterized by some time/energy correlation and a small time offset depending from
the considered SWID channel. In particular, this stream occurs in a region near the Moon
south pole with a phenomenology similarly to the flux population reported in [33] for
10 December 2007. A complete theoretical description of the different ion populations
near the Moon surface requires complex particle back-tracing evaluations, considering the
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effect of the local electric and magnetic environment and the global tail effect of the Earth’s
magnetic field [34].

Figure 17. Solar wind flux measured as a function of energy and time for a run of 1 July 2008. Measurements of SWIDA
and SWIDB channels are labeled A1 to A9 and B1 to B11, respectively. In this case, the secondary stream of particles is
characterized by a kinetic energy smaller with respect to the one of solar wind.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The “Moon Mapping” project is a collaboration between the Italian and Chinese
Governments allowing cooperation and exchange from students from both countries. As
a result of the project research topic #1 (map of the solar wind ion), the data of Chang’E-
1 Solar Wind Ion Detectors have been analyzed. Solar Wind Ion Detectors were able
to measure the solar wind and the plasma environment near the Moon, on-board the
Chang’E-1 orbiter. SWIDs were able to also provide an interesting picture of the Sun
based on charged particles, enriching the collection of multi-messenger information of
our star. The observed variations of the average kinetic energy of solar wind flux are in
good agreement with the one measured by the ACE satellite in the L1 Lagrange point. The
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detailed comparison of the different measurements of solar wind flux taken at the same
time but with detectors placed in different spatial positions is of great interest for the study
of the Space Weather and to test the possible anisotropy of solar wind emission processes.
In addition, the possible correlation of the short term flux variability with other existing
solar activity indicators as sunspot number or solar flare magnitude can be of large interest
to characterize, and eventually to forecast, the radiation environment on the Moon surface.
In particular, both the shielding effect of the Earth’s magnetosphere and the presence of
secondary particle fluxes due to the complex interactions of solar wind with the Moon
surface have been shown.
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